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We show that the bounded coefficient q(x) of the wave equation 
u,,=Au+qu .Yd2, fE(0, T) 
U(.Y, 0) = u,(x, 0) = 0 x E 52 
(c3u/iiv)(x) =f(x) XEPQ, fE(0, T) 
can be continuously determined by its Neumann to Dlrichlet map in certain 
function spaces. Q 1990 Academx Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider an inverse problem initiated by Rakesh and Symes. Let Sz 
be a bounded open set in R” with smooth boundary a$2 (n z 2), and denote 
Sz x (0, 2”) and %J x (0, T) by D and r, respectively. We consider the 
following well-posed initial boundary value problem for the wave equation, 
u,,=du+qu (x, t)ED 
u=u,=o XEs-2, t=O (1.1) 
aujav=fEc;(r) (4 t) E f, 
where q = q(x) is a potential function, which is assumed to be bounded on 
Sz, x is the space variable, t is the time variable, and v is the outer normal 
to 80. We define the Neumann to Dirichlet map A, associated with (1.1) 
as follows: 
4Qf-‘4r, f~C,"(O. 
Here u is the unique solution to (1.1). Using energy estimates one can 
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prove that A, can be extended to be a bounded linear operator from L2(Z) 
to H’(T) [S]. Here H”(M) is the standard Sobolev space of order m on 
the smooth manifold M and L2(M) = Ho(M), as in [ 11. Therefore we have 
the following map: 
d : q E L”(Q) + A, E B(L2(zJ, H’(T)). 
Here B(L2(T), H’(T)) is the Banach space of all bounded linear maps from 
L*(r) to H’(r). Rakesh-Symes’ inverse problem is: Is d injective? In 
other words, Can we recover q(x) uniquely from A,? In [6], Rakesh and 
Symes showed that this problem has a positive answer if the length of the 
time interval is larger than the diameter of Sz. In particular, ~4 is injective if 
T>d*=inf(dER+: B”,,(d/2)IS2 for some x0 E R” }. (1.2) 
Here B:,(s) = (x E R”, (X - x0 1 < s}. So one can define inverse map d- ’ on 
the range of JZ?. In this paper we study the continuity properties of d-’ 
under the assumption (1.2). For simplicity we denote by 
II II * = II . II &L*(r), H’(T)) 
the norm of the space B(L’(f), H’(T)). In what follows any function 
q(x) E L”(Q) is extended to the whole space R” by defining q(x) = 0 when 
x E Q”. Our first theorem establishes the continuity of dP ‘, expressed 
in terms of the norms 114, - q211 L~cR”J and IIn,, - A,J *, with certain 
constraints. 
THEOREM 1. Let q,,q2ELa(Q), IlqrJLmcn,<CI, i=l,2, T>d*, and 
114, - 42 11 W(R”) G B, 
for some a > 0; then there exists a constant C depending only on 8, T, d*, 
and C, such that 
1141 -q2lIL.+21 N <C(ll+~q211:+ Il~,~-~y,Il~+~,Il~,,-~,ll*,‘~, 
where a,, a2, and a3 are positive numbers satisfying 
2n+ 10 
-----<ai< 
3n + 10 
a2=-+ : y(aI-1) 
a,=k(l-a,)a. 
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Note that rz is an increasing function of CY, , a3 is a decreasing function 
of c(,, and 
9, + I 
cx- 4. 
I,‘1 
c(3- 0, 
So, when cx, + 1 the estimate in Theorem 1 breaks down. This defect can 
be rectified if we weaken the norm /lq, = q2 /I ; see Theorem 2 below. 
By choosing suitable c( in Theorem 1 one can combine the terms 
IlA,, --AqzJT and IlA,, -/iJ:. In fact cx2=c+ if 
n 3n+ 10 
U=3(1-cci) 
-~ 
3 . 
So we have the following 
COROLLARY 1. Let q,,q?EL”(Q), JlqlllLX(Rj<C1, i=l,2, T>d*, 
(2n + 10)/(3n + 10) < a, < 1, and 
where 
n 3n + 10 
a=3(1 -a,)--7 
then there exists a constant C depending only on Q, T, d*, C,, and B, such 
that 
1141 -4 2 L2(n,6C(lln,,-nY111L1*l+ II/i,,-ny211~), II 
where 
One sees that cl1 is always larger than ~1~. So, under the constraints 
II41 -4 II 2 HaCR”j< B, with cc=n/3(1 -a,)-(3n+ 10)/3, [[q, -q211L~cD) is 
dominated by jlAql -A,J~ when I/L&, -A4J 2 1 and is dominated by 
IIn, -4IIT when IV,, -4JI < 1. 
The second corollary below establishes the relation between 
II 41 - q2 II L”(R) and IM,, -4,II*. 
COROLLARY 2. Let q,, q2 E L”(Q). Suppose there exists s > n/2 such 
that 
119, - q2 Ilwm d E. 
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Then there exist fl, > /I2 > 0, depending only on n, s such that 
II91 - q2llL”w) G CM/, - qP: + IV,, - q!3> 
where C depends only on Q, T, d *, E, n, and s. 
This Corollary is a consequence of Theorem 1 and the following inter- 
polation inequality in Sobolev spaces, 
ll4~-q*I/L”(Is)~~ll~l-~*IlsL~~~)119~-~q2I/~~~~~~ 
where 
O<S<l-nj2s. 
Our second theorem establishes the continuity of A - ‘, expressed in 
terms of the norms l)ql - q211HmocR”) and \(A,, - AJ* for some positive 
number /I. This continuous dependence result is weaker than the previous 
one. But the constraint in Theorem 1 is not needed here. 
THEOREM 2. Let ql, q2 E L”(Q), /lq, IIL.“(DJ < C,, i= 1, 2, and T> d*. 
Then for any p > (n + 4)/2, we have 
II41 -q*IlH-~(R”)~ c(II4/, -4Jl* + IIA,, -ffq211:3h 
where C depends only on Q, T, d*, n, j3, and C1. 
The above inverse problem is closely related to an elliptic inverse boundary 
value problem considered by Calderon in [4]. Consider the following elliptic 
operator 
L,=V.y(x)V 
and the associated Dirichlet to Neumann map 
17,:fEH"*(asz)-,y(au/av)EH-"*(a52), 
where u(x) solves 
V*y(x)Vu(x) = =o XEs-2 
u(x) = f(x) XEiX2. 
The inverse problem is to recover y(x) from 17,. It was proved by Sylvester 
and Uhlmann in [12] that y(x) can be uniquely determined by 17, when 
n > 3. Rakesh-Symes’ uniqueness theorem can be viewed as a hyperbolic 
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analogue of this theorem. Recently, Alessendrini studied continuity for this 
inverse problem. It was shown in [2] that if 
IIY, -1’2lIH:,R,~E~ ?r’ > 1112 + 2 
then 
[ 
1 1 
-6 
lIY1-Y*IlL%2)~C 1% /I$ -q.,!&%?, H-‘,2riia)) 
for 0 < 6 < 1, where C depends only on 52, E, and 6. Our work in this paper 
is partially motivated by this result. Rakesh-Symes’ inverse problem is also 
related to some problems in geophysics. For various applications, one 
wants to determine the internal structure of the earth by means of 
measurements at the surface. Rakesh-Symes’ problem is one of the 
simplified mathematical models of such problems. Their theorem shows 
that one can determine uniquely the potential q(x) from the response of the 
medium to all possible boundary excitations. Our theorems show that this 
determination is stable in certain function spaces. Other mathematical 
models of this type of inverse problem and uniqueness and continuous 
dependence results which are related to this problem can be found in 
[3, 7-111. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Some basic lemmas are proved in 
Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. In 
Section 4 we prove a proposition needed to prove the Theorems. 
2. LEMMAS 
First of all, we introduce some notation. Given any cp E L’(T), we define 
W, t) = dx, T- t), xEa52, O<t<T 
and 
One easily sees that 1, maps L2(r) to H’(T). The following lemma shows 
that & is actually self adjoint. 
LEMMA 1. Let qcL”(l2); then for any cpl, cp2~ L*(r) 
(2.2) 
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Proof. Let u1 and u2 be solutions of ( 1.1) with cp replaced by cp, and 
qp2, respectively. One easily sees that the function 6,(x, t) = z+(x, T-t) 
satisfies the same wave equation in D: 
ii 2,,, = Ai& + qi&. 
Since u,(x, 0) = u*,~(x, 0) =O, and (&@v)I,= (p2 
i-i,(x, T) = i&(x, T) = 0 
and 
Therefore 
0 = jD %(fi2,rt -Azi2-qii2)-iiZ(u1,tr-Au1-qu~). 
Integrating by parts yields 
I 
au, _ aii, 
-u2= -u,. r av s r av 
Since 
au, 
-2-G r=(plp 
x2 _ -&- r=rp2 
On the other hand, by changing variable t + T- t, 
so (2.3) and (2.4) imply 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Now we can establish a deep relation between q1 - q2 and ny, - ,4+ 
which turns out to be very important in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. Let q,, q2 EL”(Q), ‘pl, ‘pz E L*(r), and ul, u2 be the solutions 
of ( 1.1) with q replaced by q, , q2 and cp replaced by cp, , cpz, respectively. 
Then 
ProoJ 
Integrating by parts yields 
By Lemma 1, 
Hence, (2.5) and (2.6) yield 
A direct consequence of Lemma 2 is the following estimate. 
LEMMA 3. Use the same assumptions as in Lemma 2. Then we have: 
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Proof: By Schwarz inequality and Lemma 2, 
G ll@2lILw-) ll(+qcpAIL~(r) 
G ll~‘211~~~~)lI~~YZ-~Y,~(P111H~(r) 
4 II 42 II L.*(r) ll~y,-~~,ll*Il(PIIIL~~r). I 
The following result due to Rakesh and Symes [63 is crucial in the proof 
of our theorem. We refer to their paper for a proof. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let I/I E Ci(R”), o E R”, IwI = 1, o E R, and (7 # 0, then 
u,, = Au + qu, (4 t)eD 
has a solution of the form 
u(x, t) = $(x + tm)e’O(x’“+” + R(x, t), 
where R(x, t) satisfies 
aR 
dv r=” 
R(x, a) = R,(x, a) = 0, XEQ, a=0 or T 
and 
where C is a constant depending only on D, n, and ((q[l.,(,,. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
From now on we denote by C positive constants which depend only on 
n, T, d*, Q, and C, (recall that jIqi 11 La(Rj G C,, i = 1,2); their values may 
vary from line to line. 
From the hypothesis, G lies in the ball B‘&(T/2). We may assume 
without loss of generality that x0 is the origin of R”. Let T, be close to T 
so that 
Q c B”( T,/2) 
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and let 
For any a>O, and (1/,, $2~CL(Rn) satisfying 
suPP$rC~** i= 1, 2. (3.1) 
Using Proposition 1, we can construct two solutions to (1.1) with q 
replaced by q1 and q2, 
24,(x, t)=~l(X+tO)e~~(-~ W+“+Rl(X, t) 
u,(x, t) = I)~(x + tm)ep’“‘“~‘“+” + R,(x, t), 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
where R,(x, I) and R,(x, t) satisfy 
R,(x,o)=R~.,(x,O)=o 
&lx, T) = &,, (x, T) = 0 
2(x, i)/ =o, i= 1, 2. 
I- 
Moreover, 
By (3.1) and the above construction, 
Ul(X, 0) = qr(x, 0) = 0 
UJX, T) = U2,,(X, T) = 0. 
Applying Proposition 1 to u1 and iiz, Lemma 3 yields 
(3.7) 
where 
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By (3.5) and a trace inequality we have 
GC(l +‘ThufqR”). 
Hence, (3.8) and (3.10) imply 
(3.10) 
Let f~ L’(R”). We define the Fourier transform off by 
1 1 
f(v) = (2n)n,2 s R” e-‘9’-yfb) dx. 
The idea of our proof is that we choose functions I,+ I and lclz in (3.11) to 
reconstruct the Fourier transform of G(x) = q,(x) - q2(x). In fact we have 
the following proposition, which is proved in the next section. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ql, q2 E L”(Q), then 
(3.12) 
for all q E R”. 
In the rest of this section we use Proposition 2 to prove Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Integrating (3.12) on B”(l) = { 1~1 < 1) gives 
e 
((G((L2~~~~,~~~CZn(l+~)2(1+Z2)(I~~,-/14~11~+C 
(3.13) 
Recall from [S] that 
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SO 
Equations (3.13) and (3.14) imply that for any U, I>0 
(3.14) 
IIGII Lz(R”)<c zn(l +a)2(1 +12)/lA,,-n,211*+ i+$ /“(l +I’)+% 
L ( > 1 
. 
(3.15) 
Denote /IA,, -A,,([, by A. Without loss of generality we may assume 
A # 0; choose 
Substituting (3.16) into (3.15) yields 
([GIIL2cRnj< C(I”A+l”+2A+l”A1’3+1”+10’3A1’3 
+/“~2/3 + ln+2/3~2/3 + B,J-a). 
Choose 
then 
/= A-Y, Y>O 
llGIILqRn)< C(A’-“Y +A1-(“+2)Y +A’/3-n~ + Al/3-(“+10/3)y 
+A 2/3~ny+A2/3-(In+2/3)Y+B,~yl). 
If 4 - ny - lOy/3 > 0 then 
1 --ny> l-(n+2)y>O, 
1-ny>1/3-ny>1/3-(n+10/3)y>O 
1 - ny > 2/3 - ny > 2/3 - (n + 2/3)y > l/3 - (n + 10/3)y > 0 
so 
Let 
IIGII LqRn) 6 C(A’ -V + A1/3- cn+ 10/3)Y + B,AY”). (3.17) 
a1 = 1 -ny 
1 10 
a2=j- n+y y=j+ 3n 
( > 
1 2n(10*-l) 
1 -Q1 
a3= - a ( > n . 
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Then 
and 
1141 -q2()~2,,p)= llGIl~qRn)< C(ALI’+Au2+kAa3). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. By (3.12), we have 
1 1 
c(1 + O)” 
(l+ lv12)8 
lm3l’~(, + 1112)&2 IIn,, - n,,(l: 
+c ;+-$ 2(l+lq12)2-~. 
( ) 
Let /I > (n + 4)/2, 
(3.18) 
Without loss of generality, assume IIn,, - A,$ * # 0 and choose 
0 = IIn,, - 472Il y3 
Then 
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2. To prove (3.12), we 
need to reconstruct the Fourier transform of q, - q2 from the left-hand side 
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of (3.11). Recall that q, - yZ = G. We shall present a procedure to 
reconstruct G(0, r]‘), where q = (q,, v]‘). Other cases can be done by changes 
of coordinates. Now let us analyze the left-hand side of (3.11). 
J (q,(x) - qAx)) $1(x + tw) Ic/z(x + TV’) d-x dt D 
T  
= JJ G(x) cl/,(x + tw) I)~(,Y + tw) dx dt 0 R” 
T  ZZ 
JJ 
R” $1(x) @z(x) G(x - 1~) dx dt 
= 
1:. $,(x) tiz(x) (J;W- tw) dt) dx. 
To reconstruct G(0, q’), we choose w  = (- 1, 0, . . . . 0). Then 
J (q1(x) - qdx)) $I@ + tw) +A-~ + tw) dx dt D 
= JR. $dx) $dx) (JOT G(x, + 6 x2y . . . . Xn) dt) dx. (4.1) 
Let us denote 
x=(x,,x’) 
x’= (x,, . ..) x,) = (x2, x”) 
X” = (Xj) . ..) x,) 
and 
Q; = J-2, n {x, -LO}. 
Since the support of G is contained in B”(T,/2), 
JOT G(x, + t, x’) dt = JL G(s, x’) ds 
--co 
when (x, , x’) E a;. By choosing $r and ti2 so that 
SUPP +I c 0; 3 i=l,2 
and taking o = (- 1, 0, . . . . 0), we conclude from (4.1) and (4.2) that 
(4.2) 
f G(x)+,(x+tw)~,(x+tw)dxdt=~ t,hl(x)$Z(x)H(x’)dx. (4.3) 
D R” 
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Here 
H(x’) = j- G(s, x’) ds. 
--m 
To go further we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Z?(f) = (27~)“~ e(O, rf). 
Proof. 
A( rf ‘) = 1 (2r)ln- 1,,2 s R”-, e-‘q’“‘fG’) dx 
1 
= ~271~~n-l)~2 R”-, e-rq’-x’ s 0 O” G( s, x7 ds > dx’ --lc 
1 
= (27~)“~. (2~)“,2 
I R” e-‘q’“‘G(x,, x’) dxl dx’ 
= (2?$‘2 G(O, q’). 1 
By this lemma we need only reconstruct fi(q’). Without loss of generality 
we take 
n-2 
rf’ = (s,S). 
Other cases follow by change of coordinates. 
From the definition of H(x’) it is easily seen that 
supp H(x’) c B” - ’ ($)=B’(${x,=ot 
Therefore, by using a partition of unity, we need only reconstruct 
s e R”-l -*XZSH(~2, x”) x(x’) dx’ 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
to get fi(s, 0 . . . 0). Here x(x’) is any nonnegative C” function with small 
support contained in B”- ‘(T/2). This local reconstruction is done by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. 
and xbe B”-’ 
There exists E > 0 such that $x(x’) E C,“(B”,; ‘(E)), x(x’) >, 0, 
(T,/2), then for any a > 0 
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GC(1 +a)“(1 +.wt/,-AJ*+C b+f (1 +s?), i 1 
where C also depends on IIxJ/~~(~“~I, but not on o and s. 
Now, Lemmas 4 and 5 yield 
(QO, s, 0, . ..) 011 <Cl1 +4’u +s2)lM,,-q* 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
By a change of coordinates the above procedure can be used to get (4.7) 
for general q’, i.e., 
Finally, changing coordinates again and choosing different o, we get the 
estimates for all q. This proves Proposition 2. 
Proof of Lemma 5. It is easily seen that there exist E, sr > 0 so that 
B”,,= B”(T/2) 
for all x,, E B”-‘(T,/2), and for any x0 E B”-‘(T,/2) there exists a number 
a,, satisfying - T/2 < a,, < 0 and 
BcOpl(&)x {x,:a,,<xl<a,,+&l}ca;. 
Choose IZ(X~)E CT(O, Ed) so that 
s z h2(x1) dx, = 1 -cc 
and let 
t),(x) = h(x, -a,,)e~‘“2”~“2(x’) 
ti2(xl = WI - 4 x”~(x’). 
(43) 
(4.9 ) 
Then 
suPPIl/z(x)cQ,, i= 1, 2. 
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Substituting I,G~ and $2 into (4.3) and using (3.11) give 
H(x’) h2(x1 - e,,)e-‘x2”~(x’) dx 
R” 
From (4.8) 
in H(x’) h2(x1 - a,,)e-‘“2S~(x’) dx = jRnm, H(x’)e-‘“*“X(x’) dx’ 
and from (4.9) 
~bh~h(Rn,~~(bl’+ l), z=o, 1,2 
so 
IIW, -4 f,*(Rn) d c(s2 + I), Co = (- 1, 0, . . . . 0) 
ll+2/IH’(A”)~ c, z=o, 1, 2, 3, 
where C also depends on ((xIIcqRfl-l). We conclude from (4.10) and (3.9) 
that 
H(x’)ep’“*“X(x’) dx’ 
~C(1+a)2(1+s2)Iln,,-nq211*+C i+f (1+s2). I 
( 1 
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Note added in proof We have recently learned that G. Alessandrini and J. Sylvester have 
independently obtained results similar to ours by a different method. Their results will appear 
in their paper: Stability for a Multidimensional Inverse Spectral Theorem (Comm. Partial 
Differential Equations, to appear). 
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